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Program Notes 

 

Missa in Angustiis “Nelson War Mass” Hob. XXII:11: The Napoleonic wars were a 

turbulent time for Austria, who found defeat at the hands of the imperial French army in 

four successive and major battles between 1797 and 1798. With the grim political 

climate, Haydn penned this work purposefully in D minor – a key which he associated 

with doom after hearing how Mozart evoked it in Don Giovanni. The text “Kyrie 

Eleison” (Lord, grant us mercy) as such becomes more of a plaintive wail for solace than 

a gentle prayer to God. With dizzyingly fast coloratura Soprano solo melodies, 

energetically declaimed choral passages, and descending, chromatic sequences, the 

opening movement of this Mass reflects the chaos of late 18th century Austria. 

 

Com’e Dolc’il Giorire, O Caro Tirsi: Late Renaissance/early Baroque Jewish composer 

Salomone Rossi expresses a masterful setting of Act III scene vi from Guarini’s Il Pastor 

Fido in this Italian Madrigal. The piece addresses a shepherd who realizes that to suffer 

for a woman who adores him is, in fact, sweet and full of promise (and, in true dramatic 

Italian fashion, she dies in the following scene). Many key characteristics of a Madrigal 

encompass Rossi’s setting – particularly, with the text driving the articulation and drama 

of the piece as it flips between pained sostenuto expressing longing, and joyous imitation 

expressing love and life. Harmonically, this piece dates itself just before the Common 

Practice Era, with a burgeoning functionality coupled with the more modal 

“progressions” of the Renaissance. 
 

Zum Fest der heiligen Caecilia: This charming work is one of a handful of parlor 

cantatas written by Austrian composer Fanny Hensel. At the time of its conception, 

Hensel held regular weekly concerts/social events or Sonntagmusiken in her family’s 

home, which allowed her to premiere her own works. Hensel’s main output is Lieder, due 

in part to her love of German poets of the day such as Goethe, but also because her status 

as a bourgeoise woman at the time would be jeopardized should she work within larger 

forms. Her compositional style reflects this: tuneful melodic writing, thoughtful attention 

to the Latin text (which sings the praises of St. Cecilia, the patron saint of music), and 

modal mixture alongside influences of J.S Bach (heard particularly in the closing fugato) 

are indicative of Hensel’s style. 

 

Zikr: Originally written by Indian film composer A. R. Rahman for the documentary film 

Bose: The Forgotten Hero, Sperry has carefully arranged this piece for western choirs 

with respect to the culture from which it originates. Zikr, in the Muslim tradition, is a 

ritual prayer whereby mystics (Sufi) absorb themselves in rhythmic repetition of chants to 

achieve a higher connection with Allah (God). Sperry, in conjunction with Rahman, has 

captured this concept in the intense horizontal setting of this Urdu text aided by 

percussion and powerful, declamatory sections of choral unison. 

 


